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Abstract 
In this paper, fire simulation software FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) and evacuation software building EXODUS were used to 
simulate quantitively a gymnasium based on computer, and the difference between evacuation time (ASET) and the required safe 
evacuation time (RSET) was obtained. It studies the performance-based fire protection design of the stadium according to the 
simulation results combined with the existing "office mode", that is, fire-fighting design code .Finally, the fire-fighting design of 
stadium was assessed. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 
Fire is the most frequently occurred in various disasters and is one of the devastating disasters. Its direct 
economic loss is five times as much as earthquake what give arise to, ranking after drought and flood, however, it 
ranks the first in all disasters’ frequency [1].  
At present, our country building fire Design is Based on the related standard, this design was called Prescriptive – 
Based Design or named as "office mode"fire design. And this code is called as "office mode"fire code [2]. It is the 
crystallization of the precious experience that human fight with fire, and plays a good role in building fire safety 
guarantee, and also exists some problems and irrationality. With the arising of new building, standard codes which 
are not fit for actual needs is often encountered in practical building design, although a account of specific codes are 
used in design code. In different design specifications, it often occurs that standard clauses are not mutual 
coordination, which results in increasing in construction costs.                                        
Performance-based design method is a kind new fire design method based on the fire safety engineering, it uses 
the principle and method of the fire safety engineering to predict and assess quantitatively fire hazard and 
harmfulness, according to the specific situations which refer to the structures of buildings, function and internal 
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combustible material etc, in order to obtain optimal design decision and provide the most reasonable fire protection 
to buildings [3].  
2. Research Object and Simulation Software  
2.1 Research object 
The research object of the paper is a large-scale stadium in Changzhou. The building area of the Gymnasium is 
18,155 square meters, the height is 23.95 meter, the main structure is frame structure, the roofing is large span steel 
structure, and local structure is concrete structure. The design grade of construction projects is secondary level; the 
service life of the structure is 50 years, belonging to Bgrade medium stadium. The building includes east and west 
two halls, respectively, which is main hall (basketball venue) and training hall. The stadium comprise four floors 
above the ground, fire resistance class is the second grade: one floor exists underground, whose fire resistance class 
is the first grade. The main hall is capable for 4,998 audiences, 3,300 square meters is available for exhibition. The 
construction effect chart of stadium is showed in figure1. 
2.2Simulation software 
The FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) is one kind of fire simulation software which bases on field simulation is 
developed by America’s national bureau of building Fire research lab, it is extensively applied in the field of fire 
safety engineering. Fire simulation of the paper firstly use software PyroSim 2010 to construct model, then it use 
software FDS 5.0 to calculate, and finally,3d demonstration is showed up by SMV(Smokeview). building EXODUS 
combines with social factors, including the properties of each staff and characteristics of sociology, such as age, 
name, gender, walking speed and death and so on ,about 22 parameters.  
This paper studies the difference between the longest time of the required safe evacuation time and the time of 
achieving dangerous state, and improves existing fire design to make the longest time of the required safe 
evacuation time less than the time of achieving dangerous state. 
            
Fig.1. Aerial view building rendering of Changzhou university gymnasium.   Fig.2. FDS geometric model of gymnasium’s basketball court 
3. Building Fire Simulation 
3.1Constructing the model 
Because the FDS is only used to construct model and calculate for cuboids, but gymnasium is novel and unique, 
and everywhere streamlined, so geometric model of the stadium only approximates real structure, the geometric 
mode is established (see figure 2). 
3.2 Fire scene setting 
This paper is mainly to simulate the spread of fire smoke flow in stadium In the non-smoking situations ,  and 
combustion heat release rate peak value is in accordance with international standards organization ISO3795, as is 
shown in table 1:  
Table1.Specific fire scene setting of FDS simulation
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Fire position The center of the fourth row seat on the second floor 
Geometric model mesh size 0.5mh0.5mh0.5m 
Fire material Plastic seats 
Placed height 4m 
Fire source heat release rate peak value 1000KW/m2
Simulation time 15min 
The time of fire achieving peak value 1min 
Outdoor environment temperature 35ć
Indoor environment temperature 32ć
Atmospheric pressure difference between indoor and outdoor 0Pa
3.3Simulation results and analysis 
3.3.1 Flue gas and temperature changes of Smokeview demonstration 
Figure 3 and figure 4 respectively shows flue gas diffusion and temperature distribution in stadium after the fire 
happened 600s. 
                
Fig.3. Flue gas diffusion after happening 600s                               Fig.4.Temperature distribution in stadium after happening 600s 
It can be directly seen that flue gas diffusion and temperature distribution change with the time from flue gas and 
temperature changes of Smokeview demonstration  
3.3.2Smoke layer height, Carbon dioxide concentration, visibility simulation results 
Figure 5-figure8 shows respectively in a detecting position smoke layer height detecting result diagram, carbon 
dioxide concentration curve, and visibility change curve. 
        
Fig.5.The simulation result of smoke layer                                     Fig.6 The simulation result of Smoke layer 
height in the auditorium on the third floor                                        height in the auditorium on the second floor   
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Fig.7. Carbon dioxide concentration simulation                                        Fig.8. Visibility simulation results 
Results in the auditorium on the third floor                                                             in the auditorium on the third floor 
   According to the simulation result diagrams of all, it was obtained achieving dangerous state time what people 
need in every floor for three cases tR1, tR2 and tR3that each simulation result compares with numerical value of 
evacuees’ height, and numerical value of located height of floor , Specific results are showed in table 2. 
3.3.3Simulation results of other affecting factors 
Figure.9 to figure 12 are smoke concentration curves of sensing point which is in different height. The abscissa 
represents time whose is second in diagram; The ordinate represents smoke concentration, Specific results are 
showed as the followed figure : 
Fig.9.Smoke concentration simulation results                                             Fig.10.Fire source heat release rate curve
                                                                                                                              in the height of 11.5metres   
Fig.11.Temperature change curve in the                            Fig.12.Oxygen change curve in the auditorium  
        auditorium on the fourth floor                                    on the fourth floor 
It is seen that smoke concentration keeps stationary at the beginning ,afterwards, smoke concentration fluctuates 
with the time while the whole goes up steadily from the curves, which show smoke concentration, fire source heat 
release rate, temperature and oxygen concentration .The discipline of temperature variation within the venue is 
consistent with the law of smoke height change,  temperature is only within 40 ° C at 900s on the fourth floor ,hence, 
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Temperature has little effect on personnel evacuation within stadium. Oxygen concentration and carbon dioxide 
concentration have no effect on personnel evacuation within stadium. 
3.4 Simulated conclusions 
˄1˅Fire develop to the limit time what environment make people tolerable˄TASET˅,it is showed in table 2:  
Table2 .Human body achieving tolerance limit time.  
storey 
Allowable time  of 
smoke layer height  
tR1˄s˅
Allowable time of carbon dioxide 
concentration
tR2˄s˅
Allowable time of 
visibility tR3˄s˅
TASET  
  tR˄s˅
First floor — — — —
Second floor 440 — — 440
Third floor 440 — — 440
Fourth floor 160 — 300 160
˄2˅The basketball is relatively commodious, therefore, the highest that people can research to—the auditorium 
on the fourth floor, where the temperature is within 40  at 900s,tć he crowd as the followed storeys are 
affected ,which is more unimpossible,so, temperature has little effect on personnel evacuation within stadium. At the 
same time, it can be known that oxygen concentration and carbon dioxide concentration also have little effect on 
personnel evacuation within stadium from diagrams. 
4. Evacuation Simulation 
4.1Consructing the model 
   Layout plan is created by using CAD firstly; it only considers emergency exits, such as wall, doors, windows, 
corridors and stairs. Then it is imported into building EXODUS software. Constructing the model is accomplished 
after defining grating, joining node, adding exits, adding crowd and setting escape scene are finished. The total 
number of escapees is 3,000 people, most audiences are in the audience area of basketball count, and attributes of 
personnel are decided according to national standards. The second storey layout plan of stadium which is 
constructed model is showed in figure 13. It can check personnel density and personnel escape route in every floor 
in building EXODUS, personnel escape route of the second storey is described in figure 14.  
           
Fig.13.The layout of the second storey in building EXODUS                Fig.14Personnel escape route of the second storey in model
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4.2 Simulation results and analysis 
Figure 15 is simulation result curve of all personnel evacuation. Figure 15 describes personnel escape condition 
of door_19(The number of door in model, the same below). 
          
Fig15.Evacuation results of all personnel                            Fig.16. Personnel escape condition changing with  
changing with escaped times                                      escaped times at door_19 
It can be seen that personnel evacuation result forms typical s curve in figure 15,hence, personnel escape 
condition is simulated basically when fire happens in this simulation. Personnel evacuation curve is also s type in 
the door number 19, which illustrates normal evacuation former 300s after fire, while personnel congestion turns up 
after 300s at door, therefore, the rate of personnel escape will decease. Personnel escape curve of other doors are J 
type, so the evacuation of most of doors are normal, and congestion does not turn up  
The data of every escapee and the personnel escape condition in every emergency exit can be outputted by 
building EXODUSˈthe personnel escape condition in the door _17 ,the door _19 and the door _22,which is listed 
in table 2. 
Table3.Using information of partial doors 
Door Total people of 
using
Passing times of the first 
people(s) 
Passing times of the last 
people (s) 
Potential
value
Attract
degrees 
Door_17 90 18.89 122.31 70.00 70.00 
Door_19 473 20.13 528.75 100.00 100.00 
Door_22 216 26.75 265.09 100.00 100.00 
4.3 Simulation conclusion 
It can be drawn the following conclusions by Synthesizing information in the simulations 
(1)It is the times that the whole trapped crowd need for escaping in every storey (see table 4) 
Table 4. The longest time of escapees’ needs  
Storey Required time˄s˅
First floor 626
Second floor 626
Three floor 376
Fourth floor 65
All people 626
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(2)It can be seen the curves of door_2,door_12 and door_19(Exits of congestion) are s type in simulation, 
therefore, the three exits need to be redesigned evacuation route or the evacuation passageway design. 
5. Performance-based Fire Protection Design 
5.1 Design goal and plan 
The results were obtained by analysis according to FDS simulation and building EXODUS simulation in table 5: 
Combining the two software simulation results, the performance-based fire protection design of the stadium is 
discussed according to the Code for fire protection design of buildings (GB 50016-2006) and Gymnasium design 
code of clauses attached  (GJ 31-2003) The performance-based fire protection design takes three aspects into 
consideration; they are the counter-measure of extending the time of approaching danger, the counter-measure of 
shortening the reaction time of personnel evacuation and he counter-measure of shortening the time of escape 
evacuation[4]. 
Table 5 .Two software comprehensive results of analysis 
Storey  The time of achieving 
dangerous state 
Safe evacuation required the 
longest time  
The difference of time of  design 
required solution TC˄s˅
First floor — 626 —
Second floor 440 626 86
Third floor 350 376 26
Fourth floor 160 65 —
To extend time of approaching danger, the thickness of smoke layer should be brought down ,which can be 
achieved by reasonably designing fire zone, setting automatic fire extinguishing system , setting automatic discharge 
smoke facilities, and setting fire control system. The beginning time of evacuation mainly includes detection time of 
fire detecting system and personnel identified reaction time, In order to shorten the beginning time of evacuation, 
the time of two stages must be shortened, which be solved primarily by setting fire detecting system and setting 
alarm and communication system. The withdrawal time can be shorten though optimizing safe evacuation design in 
building design, setting inducible system of inducible system inducible system inducible system inducible system 
the safe evacuation and creating safe environment of preventing fire ,smoke and pollution ,and formulate fire safety 
evacuation pre-arranged planning, and executing fire safety education[5]. 
5.2 Stadium fire design evaluation 
5.2.1 Fire zone 
The primarily dangerous area is main venue which is used to play basketball, and the mainly dangerous position 
is two safe evacuation passageways in the north of the venue and in the south of the venue, according to personnel 
evacuation simulation results via building EXODUS. The two parts in this building fire zone setting have been paid 
certain attention and other fire zone setting and division in the middle of the zone setting are slightly redundancy. 
There is still a large of creation space in the design of more spacious room  
5.2.2 Fire control system 
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The fire extinguishing systems of stadium can ensure all staff to evacuate successfully before the arrival of the 
dangerous time under normal use. The most dangerous area of main venue is the highest seats of the auditorium. 
Although a large of fire extinguishers are set in fire zone2-4 and fire zone 6 according to the related standards, once 
the fire happens, the trapped staff at the stadium can only rely on fire-fighting monitor to prolong the arrival of 
dangerous time. Therefore, fire extinguishers are set in fire zone2-4 and fire zone 6 belonging to redundant setting. 
5.2.3 Safe evacuation passageway 
It can be known that door_2, door_12 and door_19 turned up congestion when evacuating according to personnel 
evacuation simulation results by building EXODUS, so, the three exits need to be redesigned evacuation route or the 
evacuation exits (for example, recreasing the width of evacuation passageway), which need calculated again and 
again until all exits are fit for safe evacuation time and fire safe requirements. Or based on original passageways, the 
visitors flow rate of the three passageways are dispersed though striking cue of emergency exit is set in several 
passageways nearby. 
5.2.4 Combination exit improvement 
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The evacuation exits of auditorium in basketball count in the stadium are Combination exits. The crowds push 
and squeeze in common exit. Because evacuees tend to choose the most familiar and nearest exits by seeing building 
EXODUS personnel evacuation simulation. So it is suggested that the venue of basketball in the west should 
decrease the density of exits, adjust the position of the exits, and also make personnel shunt among dense exits by 
increasing obstacles, in order to avoid trample accidents when evacuating due to excessive density of the personnel.  
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, fire simulation software FDS (Fire Dynamics Simulator) is used to simulate quantitatively a 
gymnasium based on computer ,safe evacuation time˄ASET˅ was obtained in every storey: the first floor was 
safety ,the second floor needed 440s,the third floor needed350s and the fourth needed160s.While building EXODUS 
is used to simulate quantitatively the same gymnasium based on computer ,required safe evacuation time˄RSET˅
was obtained in every storey: The first floor needed 626s ,the second floor needed 626s,the third floor needed 350s 
and the fourth needed 65s.The difference between evacuation time (ASET) and the required safe evacuation time 
(RSET) were obtained, according to the simulation results combined with the existing "office mode", that is, fire-
fighting design code. and  the design of the stadium adopted the performance-based fire protection design ,which 
takes three aspects into consideration; they are the counter-measure of extending the time of approaching danger, the 
counter-measure of shortening the reaction time of personnel evacuation and the counter-measure of shortening the 
time of escape evacuation. Finally, based on combining the two software simulation results and existing fire control 
facilities, revising suggestion is put forward from four aspects which are fire zone setting ,fire control system, safe 
evacuation passageway designing and combination exits revising.  
the performance-based fire protection design has irreplaceable advantage in which existing fire code has difficulty in 
implementing, has serious effect on the use function of buildings, political sensitivity high special placesˈthe 
project affected greatly by fire and fire design of the project adopting new materials ,new technology and new 
handicraft, therefore, as a kind of more precise and scientific and reasonable fire design and analysis method, it must 
play an important role in modern fire design[6]. 
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